The development of advanced tracking tools in WP3 has originally made good progress. It was originally planned to base all developments of track fitting and finding algorithms on the *aidaTT* toolkit developed in the first AIDA project. About a year into the project, the ATLAS collaboration has released a good part of their tracking tools as an open source project called *ACTS*. This has quickly gained attention by various communities, like FCC, Belle2 and Linear Collider. Also, ATLAS itself has in the meantime decided to eventually base their track reconstruction on *ACTS*. This is why we had decided to join the advanced tracking activities in WP3 with *ACTS* and therefore delay the deliverable to M50. It turned out however, that this required considerable more effort and time than originally anticipated. We therefore would like to again delay the delivery of D3.7 and now expect it to be available in M56.